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Intro to Search
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Intro: What is a Search Campaign? 

-Pay-Per-Click- You pay only for what people click on

-It’s the ads that show up when you use your search bar

-It’s getting harder and harder to be found organically- pay to play

-Good campaigns drive quality potential customers

-Allows you to reach thousands of targeted people for cheap
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Who Benefits From Search?

-On-Line Retailers

-Home Service Companies

-Other Service Industries (Chiropractors, Salons, lawyers, etc.)

-Places that serve people’s immediate needs (restaurants, theaters, bowling 
alley, etc.)

-May not be great for places that have low orders, a long sales process, or a 
very specialized service/not a lot of competition.
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Things to Monitor

•Modify columns on Campaign tab- 
Impressions 
Click CTR 
Conversions/ Conv Rate 
Phone Calls
Avg. Cost Per Conv/CPC 
Invalid Clicks
•Auction Insights- Impression Share
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Optimizing Your Search 
Campaigns 
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Let’s go through some simple 
navigations that will get you going 
right away!



Campaign Level

Pro Tip: Check your Campaign Level 
Settings Periodically. Especially if you 
start noticing major changes in your 
ads performance.

Changes occur that we don’t always 
know about that can vastly alter your 
results.

EX: Used to import from Express to set 
calls as goals. 

Settings Tab:

-Set Leads as Goal

-Set Locations and Excluded Locations- Keep an eye out for 
bots and update excluded often

-Set Bidding to Automated & Maximize for Conversions
Don’t target search page location or outranking share- 

expensive!

-Location Options- use if you are local! Set to people IN your 
location
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Pro Tip: Audiences can help you reach 
the people who are most likely to call 
you.

Don’t get too narrow. Focus on people 
who have already visited or purchased 
from you in the past.

Campaign Level -Audiences Tab

-Create New Audiences
1. All Website Visitors
2. Similar to All Website Visitors
3. Customer Lists (If they’re large enough)

-Adjust bids for these by +50%

Also! Don’t forget to set your demographics tab if you have a 
specific age range or gender you’re targeting. HINT- Never 
assume you know your demo. PROVE your demo.
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Building Your Ad Groups
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Keywords
Don’t GUESS your keywords- PROVE your keywords.

Search Terms is a helpful tab under Auction Insights on your Campaign tab.
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Ad Groups

Pro Tip: You may not need multiple ad 
groups. If you don’t have special 
landing pages, or specific 
targets/audiences that vary from your 
other services, it’s okay to just use 
one.

-Ad Groups Tab

-Create Ad Groups based on major services or audiences

-After you’ve created  your Ad Groups, be sure to adjust the 
settings.

Under the Settings Tab (this is to drive calls)-
-Adjust bidding to Maximize Conversions
-Set a landing page if applicable
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Click to Call Ads

Pro Tip: Try wording your ads in 
various ways. Watch how they perform 
and pause ads that are not performing 
as well.

AdWords will usually show a better 
performing ad over a lesser but you 
can increase your call volume further 
by doing it manually.

Let things run for a couple weeks 
before you make major changes.

Understand the seasonality/relevance 
of your ads and adjust.

-Ads & Extensions Tab
-Create new Add
-Use a 3rd party tracking number
-Keep it simple- show you provide the service they’re 

looking for!
-Don’t forget to add your extensions- sitelinks, services, 

address & phone number, structured snippets & callouts

Don’t use a lot of jargon. Stick to your services, guarantees, and 
hours.

Here is my number one Click to Call Search Ad:

phone
Call 913-227-4595 - Bob Hamilton Plumbing info
Ad www.bobhamiltonplumbing.com
24 hour service, $30 off service.
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Questions 
Click to Call is a direct line to 
YOU. No bouncing off your site.
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7,742
4,865.33 Non-Call Conversions

No decrease in web volume or leads from web traffic.



Thanks!
Contact me:

Rebecca Music
@mamakeepon

musicrebeccam@gmail.com
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